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Insider Events

Our readers are the �rst to know the latest industry trends and hear

from thought leaders who are innovating the business landscape.

Below is a list of our upcoming in-person and virtual events,
including exclusive �reside chats, compelling panels, and reporter

Q&As.

Subscribe here for announcements and updates about our

upcoming events.
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Past Events

You can still watch what you've missed. Here are some subscriber
exclusive events we've had in the past few months.

Finance & Investing

The 3 recruitment heads from Bain, PwC, and McKinsey share how

you can make your application stand out and land a 6-�gure
consulting job at the �rms - watch here

The cofounder and CEO of one-click checkout startup Fast and an

investor from Index Ventures walked us through the �ntech's pitch

deck and what it takes to win over investors - watch here

How to invest during a volatile election season — a conversation

with 3 top market experts - watch here

Top talent execs at �rms like Carlyle and Apollo reveal how to get
hired in private equity. From getting through resume screens to

nailing case studies, here's how to stand out - watch here

Three of the world's foremost IPO experts break down the current

boom in tech o�erings and explain why the bull market still has

legs - watch here

Insider's markets gurus discuss GameStop's explosive rally and the
Reddit traders leading the phenomenon - watch here

Execs from Deutsche Bank, AlianceBernstein, and Accenture share

details on return-to-o�ce plans, from COVID-19 vaccinations to

long-term hybrid models - watch here

Healthcare

How Amazon is taking on the healthcare industry - watch here
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Experts discuss the latest on coronavirus vaccines, including the

daunting challenges ahead in testing and distributing a COVID-19

shot across the US - watch here

Top VCs reveal how the healthcare industry has changed, and

where they are looking to invest in 2021 - watch here

Media

Two YouTube creators took us inside their businesses, from how

they negotiate brand deals to how much they earn - watch here

Top execs from Roku, UTA, and Molson Coors explain how to

navigate the future of streaming-video advertising - watch here

How TikTok has transformed the music business, according to

industry experts - watch here

The CEOs of Ebony, Diddy's Revolt, and KweliTV on the future of

Black media - watch here 

Cannabis

An inside look at what marijuana legalization's election sweep

means for the future of the multi-billion dollar industry - watch
here

Politics

What's next for Republicans — and Trump? A conversation with

Insider politics reporter Tom LoBianco - watch here

Insider's DC bureau previews the presidential debates and the race

to the Nov. 3 �nish line - watch here
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Tech

How to land a job in VC — a conversation with hiring experts from
Kleiner Perkins, Accel, and Index Ventures - watch here

Next-Gen founders talk racial equity in tech, and share insight on

navigating the industry - watch here

4 top energy execs dish on Big Oil's reputation, the breakthrough

tech we need, and why surging oil prices are actually good for clean

energy - watch here

What's next for proptech in 2021 - watch here 

Legal

Hiring decision-makers at Latham and Skadden and an industry

recruiter reveal how to land a Big Law summer associate gig -

watch here

Advertising

Amazon, Walmart, Instacart, and other retailers are looking to grow

their advertising businesses. Panelists from Tinuiti, Jungle Scout,

Bobsled Marketing, and Cure Hydration will discuss what this
trend means — watch here

How advertisers can navigate the death of the third-party cookie.

Panelists from The Trade Desk, R/GA, The Washington Post, and

Mars Petcare discuss the changes -watch here

Real Estate

A top real-estate CEO and chief economist reveal how to invest in

real estate in 2021 - watch here
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What's next for proptech in 2021 - watch here  

The Future of Fitness: we talk to some of the �tness industry's most

notable �gures, including Tonal CEO Aly Orady, Echeclon CEO Lou
Lentine, Physique 57 CEO Jennifer Maanavi, and CB Insights senior

analyst Jake Matthews. - watch here

Small Business

How to make the most out of Paycheck Protection Program - watch
here 

How to sell on live stream -watch here

Strategy 

A consultant who's worked with the US Army explains how to

prevent and recover from burnout - watch here

Transportation/Logistics 

Last-mile delivery experts break down how and why new players in

e-commerce logistics are challenging giants like UPS and FedEx-
watch here 

If you are interested in sponsoring an event, please

email events@insider.com. To submit a potential speaker for an
upcoming event, please complete this form.
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